WEDDINGS WHIRLWIND WEEKEND

“I DO”
DO-OVER

Fun fact: Gary
and Donna
rented out the
rooms at the
Oceanbleu for
their guests to
be able to
really enjoy the
weekend.
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In years past, there was an
unspoken rule that couples
getting remarried went to
the courthouse and kept
their vows under the radar.
But nowadays those rules
seem passé. Why should
you have to feel like you’re
hiding your love?
One of the Hamptons’
best-known event planners,
Larry Scott (lawrencescott
events.com), has orchestrated
plenty of lavish weddings
for couples looking to hit the
reset button. “A lot of

couples want to embrace
their second wedding, and
[the events] are not small—
like 250 to 300 [people],” he
says. “Couples finding love
for the second time want
that do-over. It’s the old
expression ‘If I knew then
what I know now.’”
Gary Segal and Donna
Martucci, both of whom had
been married once before,
got engaged after eight years
together. “We have been
fortunate from the very
beginning—we met, it

clicked, and we fell in love,”
says Donna. “And everything has been wonderful.”
With the rules set aside,
Scott suggested a wedding
bash with maximum
visibility: an amazing
schedule of events to close
out the summer on Labor
Day weekend, starting with
the ceremony on Friday
at Oceanbleu (oceanbleuwesthampton.com). The
couple had a rabbi and
priest marry them at sunset
with dancing that lasted well

into the night. The next day,
Scott had created a laid-back
summer paradise at the
couple’s Westhampton
beach house with great food
and music under a tent,
volleyball and frisbee on the
beach, and ocean swims
(complete with a lifeguard).
“Larry is so creative and
meticulous in everything he
does,” says Gary. “Donna
and I were so pleased with
our wedding weekend we
shared with all our loved
ones.”—C.T.
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WHEN YOU FIND TRUE LOVE THE SECOND
TIME AROUND, PUT ASIDE THE RECEIVED
WISDOM AND THROW THE BASH YOU WANT!

